
 

 

 

 

     Thursday 28th March 

 

We have had a very busy week. Our theme story was Once There 
Were Giants by Martin Waddell and Penny Dale. We talked 
about who the ‘giants’ are in our house and the signs that we 
are growing. We compared the characters in the story to our 
own families. 

We listened to the story from 
the Bible of the events of the 
first Easter (Palm Sunday, Good 
Friday, and Easter Sunday), and 

why Easter is celebrated by Christians. We cut out 
pictures and put them in order. We did lots of other 
Easter activities, including making chocolate crispie 
nests, an Easter egg hunt, and decorating toy eggs. We 
also made and wrote Easter cards. 

Thank you to all the parents and grandparents that came 
to the church service. The children really enjoyed 
practising and performing their Rocking Bunny song. We 
are sure you enjoyed it too!  

       

 

 

 Peek at the Week



In Maths we continued work on 20. We counted aloud and counted objects to 20, and 
revised number doubles. We talked about how old we will be on our next birthday and 
put candles on to pictures of birthday cakes. 

In Phonics, we have learnt the digraph short oo (as in book) and trigraph igh. We also 
read sentences containing the tricky word are. 

The Nursery children have also enjoyed Easter 
activities. They also made chocolate crispie 
nests and Easter cards, and did coloured 
Easter themed pictures. Some of the children 
listened to initial letter sounds and matched 
them to pictures to make Easter eggs, and we 
looked at the letter t and found things 
beginning with the sound. Grace even made a 
telescope to add to the collection. They also 
helped to plant grass seed. They have loved 
dressing up, and making bracelets by threading. 

 

 

Have a lovely Easter holiday, the Waveney Class Team 

 

    

Home Learning 

Nursery  Make or decorate an Easter bonnet. You could use foil or card from Easter 
eggs. 
 
Reception  Practise writing numbers to 20. Count out 20 objects, divide them into 
two groups and say the sum. 
 

 

 


